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DRAGON BALL Z DOKKAN BATTLE 4.12.0 Editor's Description Similar to Japan's popular puzzle game Puzzle and Dragons, Dokkan battle is a mix of RPG, puzzles and board games. Features: Play your favorite Dragonball characters from hundreds of Dragonball superstars. Create your dragonball
team to fight your way to the top of the leaderboards. Simple and addictive gameplay with fluid animations. About DRAGON BALL Z DOKKAN BATTLE DRAGON BALL Z DOKKAN BATTLE (Package Name: com.bandainamcogames.dbzdokkanww) is developed by BANDAI NAMCO Entertainment Inc.
and the latest version of DRAGON BALL Z DOKKAN BATTLE 4.12.0 was updated on November 6, 2020. DRAGON BALL Z DOKKAN BATTLE is in the Action category with Team Collaboration and Free to Play, etc. You can view all the applications of the developer of DRAGON BALL Z DOKKAN
BATTLE and find 133 alternative applications to DRAGON BALL Z DOKKAN BATTLE on Android. DRAGON BALL Z DOKKAN BATTLE is in the Top 10 anime games for Android. Currently, this application is free. This app can be downloaded on Android 4.4 on APKFab or Google Play. All APK/XAPK
files on APKFab.com are original and 100% safe with quick download. DRAGON BALL Z DOKKAN BATTLE is one of the best DRAGON BALL mobile gaming experiences available. This DB animated puzzle game features beautiful 2D illustrated visuals and animations set in a DRAGON BALL world
where the timeline has been thrown into chaos, where DB characters from the past and present come face to face in exciting new battles! Discover the new story and save the world of DRAGON BALL! DRAGON BALL Z DOKKAN BATTLE offers a super refreshing and simplistic approach to the anime
genre of action! Epic anime-like battles feature simple but addictive gameplay. Connect the Ki spheres during battle to attack your enemies! Take your time and play at your own pace, this is the perfect DB game to play on the track wherever you are! When you're ready and powered, end up your enemies
with powerful Super Attacks such as Kamehameha from Super Saiyan Goku and many others to send enemies flying! All your favorite characters are here from all your favorite DRAGON BALL anime series! From DBZ to DBS, everyone's favorite saiyan, Goku and his friends are ready to fight Frieza,
Cell, Beerus, Jiren, and more! Summon your favorite DB characters and create the ultimate dream team! Train and wake up DB characters to feed them! Help return order to the DRAGON BALL timeline via Quest mode. Discover popular anime stories reinvented with new and old DB characters. Play in
Dokkan events and the World Tournament and take on tough enemies! And for the real hardened fighters, the Extreme Z-Battle and Super Battle Road are waiting for you! SIMPLE ADDICTING GAMEPLAY - With a new take on the action puzzle game genre - Press and connect Ki's Spheres to attack
and enter Dokkan mode to finish off the enemies!! Play at your own pace, planning your combat strategy is keyFINISH FOES WITH SUPER ATTACKS - Collect enough Ki spheres to Super Attacks just like the anime From Goku Kamehameha's iconic attack to Vegeta's Final Flash, all your favorites are
here - Discover them all in epic 2D illustrations and animationsYOUR FAVORITE DRAGON BALL CHARACTERS ARE HERE From DBZ to DBS, Many popular DB characters are available - Summon new and classic favorites such as Super - Saiyan God SS Goku, Vegeta, Krillin or rivals such as Frieza,
Cell, Beerus, and Jiren more than the popular anime seriesFORM YOUR TEAM OF POWER GUERRIERS - Organize your DRAGON BALL team and create the strongest fighting force! A NEW DRAGON BALL STORY - Get your face action in the DRAGON BALL timeline - Play the board game style card
and your brand new story with your favorite Dragon Ball! - Discover reinvented stories with new and old DB charactersYou're ready to go even further? Download one of the best DRAGON BALL experiences available with DRAGON BALL Z DOKKAN BATTLE today for free! SUPPORT: NAMCO
Entertainment Inc. Website: downloading or installing this app, you accept the Terms of Use of BANDAI NAMCO Entertainment.Service Conditions: Policy: This game contains certain items available for in-app purchase that can improve gameplay and accelerate your progress. In-app purchases can be
disabled in your device's settings, see for more details. Powered by CRIWARE. CRIWARE is a registered trademark of CRI Middleware Co., Ltd. This application is distributed under the official rights of the licensee.©BIRD STUDIO/SHUEISHA, TOEI ANIMATION©BANDAI NAMCO Entertainment Inc.
DRAGON BALL Z DOKKAN BATTLE 4.12.0 Update 4.12.0- Renewed Training System.- Renewed Baba's Shop.- Released Supreme Kai's Trial Function Read more Dragon Ball Z Dokkan Battle is one of the best Dragon Ball games to date, and it's a game for Android. The game applies a completely
new gameplay mechanism, mixing combat action and puzzle to give players the most intense battles. In addition, the game also features a vivid 2D visual graphics, perfect character building, as out of the new generation of anime. The plot of the game also has many innovations, as the world and its
chronology are thrown into chaos, and characters from the past or future meet and begin to fight to decide the winner. If you are a dragon Ball Z fan, this game will be a healthy experience. SIMPLE BUT ADDICTIVE GAMEPLAY PUZZLE LOVER The gameplay of Dokkan Battle is a perfect combination of
action antagonism and puzzle, so it's user-friendly and simple for most players. Especially those who love the puzzle genre, they will have the opportunity to enjoy fierce battles with their actions on the puzzles. In addition, players can interact with during battle, such as activating special skills, using
exclusive functions, and much more to make the character stronger. Not only the character, but the player can interact with the environment through a puzzle resolution system. The game will feature many exciting events and activities for players, with many global tournaments for Dragon Ball Z. LINK KISPHERES FANS FOR POWERFUL ATTACKS The puzzle mechanism of the game is simple; Players must connect the ki-spheres in a random form for their characters to attack. They will appear randomly on the screen, so players must have good reflexes and complete the puzzle quickly to accumulate
powers or use special skills. The shapes of the Ki-Sphere are random, but they are marked by numbers, so that the player connects them in order. Take your time and play at your own pace; This is the perfect DB game to play on the pass wherever you are! When you are ready and powered, end your
enemies with powerful super attacks such as Kamehameha from Super Saiyan Goku and many others to send enemies flying. EVERY DB FAMOUS PERSONNAGES ARE TO VENIR Dokkan Battle will refer to all characters in the Dragon Ball Z series, even legendary characters and powerful villains. All
are characters that players can collect for their team, alternative tactics, and apply many different combat mechanics. Each character will have its own characteristics, such as strength, combat form, skills, and the ability to interact with teammates. Players can evolve these characters if they accumulate
experience points or necessary elements, and evolution also takes some time. AN INTRIGUANT TWISTED STORY True Dragon Ball Z fans will easily recognize when each character appears throughout the series. But the element becomes more complicated when the chronology of the universe is
completely changed, and the characters of the future can go back in time and meet today to fight. Battlefields are located throughout the universe, like distant planets, between the universe, the Earth, etc. The player's task is to restore the chronology, but at the same time, to fight against the realities of the
hegemony of the future or the legendary past. Of course, the plot is divided into many campaigns, and players will be guided everywhere, even familiar with the mechanics of each gameplay, all thanks to the plot of the game. EVENTS AND WORLD ACTIVITIES Events and challenges are exciting
opportunities for players to recruit powerful individuals and even unlock new costumes or skills for each combat unit. Dokkan Battle Players continually have time-limited activities, with attractive rewards, but the process is complex for players to explore and enjoy. Of course, players will have to face other
players to achieve the desired rewards because the event is international and even appear the basic fan of DB. EYE-CATCHING VISUAL EFFECT AND ANIMATIONS Dragon Ball Z Dokkan Battle will use the eye-catching and mind-blowing 2D graphics engine, making the game look like an animated
anime for to take advantage of it. Not only that, but the skill effects and character animations are carefully designed, making the world inside the game come true and impressive. Of course, the process of combat, evolution and strength will also focus on design, to give the player a fierce battle between
individuals. Dragon Ball Z Dokkan Battle also has a lot of interesting things for players to explore and experience, but its core gameplay is the heart of the game. Players will enjoy fierce battles and tensions with puzzle mechanics and even use each character's special skills and symbols. The game also
offers them many fun events and activities, both giving them experience and valuable rewards. Rewards.
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